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How would you rate the quality of Asya Magazinnik’s instruction?

Min Value Max Value Average Value Variance Standard Deviation Total Responses Total Respondents

4 5 4.96 0.04 0.21 23 23

# Answer Bar Response %

5 5 (Excellent) 22 95.65%

4 4 1 4.35%

3 3 0 0.00%

2 2 0 0.00%

1 1 (Poor) 0 0.00%

Total 23 100.00%



Comments on the instructor (Asya Magazinnik):

Statistic Value

Respondents 16

Text Entry

Asya was incredibly clear when explaining concepts and was very good at taking questions. Her instruction was
invaluable in helping me get a start when learning R.

Asya instruction was very clear and at a good pace.

Extremely helpful and patient

Asya is the best person alive. She's extremely knowledgeable, very helpful, and lectures wonderfully.

Asya was incredibly helpful and explained complex material clearly.

I really enjoyed Asya's teaching style and her engagement with us as she assisted those with questions during
exercises. She was clear, articulate and able to convey what the code was doing in a concise manner. If we
approached her with questions she was receptive to our issues, and guided us through troubleshooting. I learned a
lot about debugging code, as opposed to having things fixed for me.

Asya was wonderful! She broke down difficult concepts into simpler chunks for us.

So helpful and nice--really dedicated to teaching

Very clear teaching style and extremely helpful, patient, and knowledgable when it comes to statistical programming!
Can't wait for Asya to precept 572!

Asya was a fantastic instructor -- she not only clearly knew the course material inside out, but conveyed it in a clear
and concise way. Asya was always available to help students when stuck. She is an outstanding teacher.

Great teacher, very helpful during office hours.

Nice and helpful

Asya did a great job. She's a wonderful teacher - patient, meets students at their level, and has command over the
material. Awesome job.

I like Asya Magazinnik's teaching style very much,She is good at teaching code, I can catch up it very well. Thank
you!

She is very clear, smart and helpful

Asya was great. She was always patient and able to address the particular aspect of the material I had issues
understanding, or the particular problem that I was having with my code. Made efforts to not give me the answer
outright but instead give hints to try to further my understanding and recognize my own issue.


